
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN 

 
INDEPENDENT PHARMACY 
COOPERATIVE, 
 
  Plaintiff, 
 
 vs. 
 
MCKESSON CORPORATION, 
 
  Defendant.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
CASE NO. 10-CV-527 
 
JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 
 

 
COMPLAINT  

 
FOR (1) BREACH OF CONTRACT; (2) BREACH OF THE IMPLIED COVENANT OF 

GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING; (3) INTENTIONAL INTERFERENCE WITH 
CONTRACTUAL RELATIONS; AND (4) DECLARATORY RELIEF 

Plaintiff Independent Pharmacy Cooperative (“IPC”) for its complaint against McKesson 

Corporation (“McKesson”), alleges as follows: 

NATURE OF THE ACTION 

1. IPC is a cooperative purchasing organization for independent pharmacies that 

helps its members to be competitive in the marketplace.  McKesson is the largest pharmaceutical 

distributor in North America.  On February 21, 2003, IPC and McKesson entered into a ten-year 

Supply Agreement in which McKesson agreed to sell pharmaceutical products to IPC members.  

This lawsuit arises from McKesson’s unlawful efforts to induce IPC members to leave the 

cooperative and its efforts to strike side deals with IPC members.  This conduct breaches the 

terms of the Supply Agreement, undermines its core purposes, and tortiously interferes with 

IPC’s contractual relationships with its members. 

2. The Supply Agreement’s express and implied terms obligate McKesson to treat 

all IPC members on equal terms as a single entity and to supply any pharmacies that elect to be 
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bound by the Supply Agreement only pursuant to the terms of that agreement. Those terms 

further operate to forbid McKesson from inducing IPC members to cancel their memberships 

and purchase pharmaceuticals from McKesson directly or as part of other buying groups. 

3. In recent months, however, McKesson has been engaging in conduct in blatant 

violation of these requirements.  McKesson has been unilaterally approaching individual IPC 

members to peel them away from IPC and induce them to purchase pharmaceutical products 

from McKesson directly or as part of IPC’s buying group competitors.  McKesson also has 

begun a campaign of surreptitiously entering into separate side agreements with IPC members in 

which the members purchase pharmaceutical products directly from McKesson outside of the 

framework of the Supply Agreement, yet maintain their putative status as IPC members 

(“Separate Agreements”).  These Separate Agreements have terms materially inconsistent with 

the terms of the Supply Agreement, (e.g., their terms extend past the expiration of the Supply 

Agreement). 

4. Through its conduct, McKesson has materially breached the express and implied 

terms of the Supply Agreement and the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing.  

Moreover, by inducing IPC members to quit IPC or enter into Separate Agreements outside of 

the scope of the Supply Agreement, McKesson has tortiously and intentionally interfered with 

IPC’s contractual relations with its members. 

5. McKesson’s conduct has caused and will continue to cause substantial and 

irreparable injury to IPC.  IPC is aware of several pharmacies that have quit IPC as a result of 

McKesson’s improper advances and, on information and belief, estimates that up to 20% of its 

members may have entered into Separate Agreements with McKesson.  These activities directly 

undermine the core purpose of the Supply Agreement and threaten IPC’s existence as a 
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cooperative buying group.  Moreover, for all of the IPC members who have quit IPC, McKesson 

does not pay to IPC (or IPC’s members) the administration and retention rebate payments 

required pursuant to the terms of the Supply Agreement.  IPC also has had to expend significant 

resources, both financial and personnel, to respond to McKesson’s advances and to attempt to 

preserve its membership ranks. 

6. McKesson’s behavior is ongoing and relentless, and IPC believes that many more 

of its members have and will quit IPC as a direct result of McKesson’s unlawful advances, or 

have entered and will enter into Separate Agreements with McKesson.  IPC brings this action to 

recover damages for breach of contract and interference with IPC’s contractual relations with its 

members and to halt McKesson’s wrongful and illegal conduct and thereby stop IPC’s ongoing 

and irreparable injuries. 

7. IPC further seeks a declaration from the Court that McKesson’s breaches of the 

Supply Agreement are material, and that IPC may terminate the Agreement pursuant to its terms 

without fear of incurring a $100 million early termination fee under the Agreement. 

THE PARTIES 

8. Plaintiff IPC, located in Sun Prairie, Wisconsin, is a cooperative purchasing 

organization for independent pharmacies.  It is organized and treated as a cooperative 

corporation under Wisconsin law.  Since its founding more than 25 years ago, IPC’s main 

purpose has been to create opportunities for its independently owned members to purchase 

pharmaceutical products at the lowest possible prices so they can be competitive in the 

marketplace.  IPC members own the cooperative and share in the cooperative’s annual operating 

profits.  IPC represents approximately 3,300 primary and 3,000 affiliate pharmacy members 

across the United States. 
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9. Defendant McKesson is a Delaware corporation headquartered in San Francisco, 

California.  McKesson distributes health care systems, medical supplies and pharmaceutical 

products.  McKesson is the largest health care company in the world, with annual revenue in 

2009 of more than $100 billion. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

10. The Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 

§ 1332(a).  IPC is a Wisconsin cooperative corporation with its principal place of business in 

Wisconsin, and McKesson is a Delaware corporation with its principal place of business in 

California.  The parties are therefore diverse in citizenship.  IPC’s claims for relief exceed 

$75,000, exclusive of interests and costs, therefore satisfying the amount in controversy 

requirement. 

11. McKesson is based in San Francisco, California and maintains offices in 

LaCrosse and Waunakee Wisconsin.  McKesson sells its pharmaceutical products throughout the 

United States and world, and derives substantial revenues from interstate and global commerce.  

McKesson is subject to personal jurisdiction within this judicial district because, among other 

things, it has offices in this district, transacts substantial business within this district, and because 

the wrongful conduct describe herein has affected IPC within this district.  Venue is proper in 

this district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b). 

FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

The Supply Agreement 

12. On February 21, 2003, IPC and McKesson entered into a ten-year Supply 

Agreement in which McKesson agreed to sell health care products to IPC members.  The Supply 

Agreement defines those IPC member pharmacies that elect to become bound by the Supply 

Agreement as “McKesson Program Participants.” 
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13. As the Agreement notes in Recital A, “IPC’s main business purpose is to create 

opportunities for its IPC Members to purchase pharmaceutical products at the lowest possible 

prices in order for the independently owned IPC Member Pharmacies to be competitive in the 

marketplace.” 

14. Consistent with IPC’s overarching objective, the Supply Agreement obligates 

McKesson to treat all IPC members on consistent terms as a single entity; to be the exclusive 

supplier of McKesson pharmaceutical products to McKesson Program Participants pursuant to 

the terms of the Supply Agreement; and not to interfere with IPC’s contractually required efforts 

to induce its members to become McKesson Program Participants. 

15. Several provisions of the Supply Agreement, individually and collectively, 

prohibit McKesson from inducing IPC members to cancel their IPC memberships and from 

entering into Separate Agreements with individual McKesson Program Participants inconsistent 

with the terms of the Supply Agreement.  For example: 

• Recital H states that “McKesson wishes to treat all IPC Members as one group 
(sometimes referred to as the ‘IPC Group’), offering to supply its health care 
products and programs (‘McKesson Products’) to all IPC Members through this 
Supply Agreement.” (Emphasis added). 

• Recital I provides that “McKesson wishes to induce IPC to use its reasonable best 
efforts to induce as many IPC Members as possible to become McKesson 
Program Participants by creating various incentive programs, based on the 
volume of McKesson Products to be purchased by the IPC Group, as described 
herein.”  (Emphasis added). 

• Recital F states that the Supply Agreement “requires McKesson to make 
Merchandise and certain programs available to IPC and McKesson Program 
Participants, all upon the terms and conditions set forth herein.” (Emphasis 
added). 

• Section 3.A states that “IPC hereby designates and appoints McKesson as IPC’s 
Exclusive Supplier of Pharmaceutical Products to IPC Members and to all 
Acquired Members, in accordance with the terms hereof throughout the Term of 
this Agreement.” (Emphasis added). 
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• Attachment B, Section I states that “‘Primary Supplier’ . . . shall mean that each 
McKesson Program Participant shall purchase at a minimum wholesale 
pharmaceutical products for resale in the ordinary course of Participant’s business 
from McKesson and only McKesson in any amount totaling the then applicable 
Participant’s Rx Purchase Requirement as set forth in Section 3A of this 
Agreement.” (Emphasis added). 

16. Moreover, the Supply Agreement prohibits McKesson from interfering with IPC’s 

contractual duty to induce its members to become McKesson Program Participants and from 

inducing IPC members to become members of other buying groups.  Section 3.B of the Supply 

Agreement, entitled “Promotion to Independent Pharmacies,” obligates IPC “to continuously use 

its reasonable best efforts to induce as many IPC Members as possible to become McKesson 

Program Participants.”  McKesson has discretion “to induce independent pharmacies to become 

McKesson Program Participants” and “may also market its programs to induce independent 

pharmacies that are not IPC Members to become members of other regional or national buying 

groups which have supply agreements with McKesson, subject only to McKesson’s duty of fair 

dealing hereunder.”  (Emphases added). 

17. Thus, whereas IPC has a duty to induce its members to become McKesson 

Program Participants, McKesson may induce IPC members to become McKesson Program 

Participants, or non-IPC members to become members of other buying groups.  McKesson, 

however, may not induce IPC members to become members of other buying groups. 

18. The Supply Agreement also obligates McKesson to make monthly and annual 

payments to IPC based on the volume of pharmaceuticals purchased by IPC McKesson Program 

Participants from McKesson pursuant to the contract.  Section 7.A states that during the term of 

the Supply Agreement, “McKesson will pay a general administrative rebate” to “IPC, monthly, 

based on purchases of Merchandise by McKesson Program Participants.”  Similarly, Section 7.C 

further provides “McKesson shall pay an annual fee to IPC in consideration of IPC’s services in 
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maintaining and encouraging the relationship between McKesson and IPC’s membership during 

each Contract Year,” based upon “purchases (net of returns, allowances, fees, rebates and 

fixtures) made by the McKesson Program Participants during the month preceding the month in 

which the rebate is paid and shall be paid.”  (Emphasis added). 

19. The Supply Agreement provides in Section 18.B that upon a “material breach” by 

either McKesson or IPC which remains uncured after a 30-day notice period, the other party may 

“terminate this Agreement” upon the delivery of 5-days’ prior written notice.  The Agreement 

states in Section 19, however, that if the party terminates the agreement “for any reason 

whatsoever other than solely as a result of the material default by McKesson” before the 

termination date of the agreement, IPC must pay McKesson an early termination fee of $100 

million. 

IPC Buying Group Membership Agreement 

20. Prospective IPC members generally enter into membership agreements with IPC 

as part of applying to become an IPC member. 

21. The “IPC Buying Group Membership Agreement” for IPC members provides that 

an IPC member shall “elect McKesson Corporation” to be its “primary wholesaler for branded 

and generic pharmaceuticals . . . defined as a McKesson Program Participant.” 

22. Thus, individual IPC members agree as part of their contractual arrangement with 

IPC that they will purchase pharmaceuticals from McKesson as “McKesson Program 

Participants” pursuant to the Supply Agreement, defined in the preamble to the Supply 

Agreement as “IPC member pharmacies which elect to become bound by this Agreement.” 
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McKesson’s Material Breaches and Tortious Conduct 

23. In recent months McKesson has been unilaterally approaching individual IPC 

members to induce them to terminate their membership agreements with IPC and to purchase 

pharmaceutical products from McKesson directly or as part of competing buying groups. 

24. As an example, McKesson has approached several IPC members located in 

Fresno, California and asked them to terminate their memberships with IPC and purchase 

pharmaceuticals from McKesson as part of a competing buying group.  IPC is aware that 

McKesson has approached the Bullard Pharmacy, the Warnack Pharmacy, and the Seven-0-Two 

Pharmacy and asked them to terminate their existing buying group relationship with IPC, join the 

Pharmacy Partners of America (“PPA”) buying group, and purchase pharmaceuticals from 

McKesson as PPA members.  The Bullard pharmacy has decided to remain an IPC buying group 

member and resist McKesson’s improper advances, while the other pharmacies have decided to 

quit the IPC buying group. 

25. In Hawaii, IPC has approached the Mina chain of pharmacies to convince Mina to 

leave IPC and purchase pharmaceuticals directly from McKesson.  McKesson promised Mina a 

higher rebate on pharmaceutical purchases and a more transparent buying process if it terminated 

its IPC membership and purchased directly from McKesson.  Mina has since done so. 

26. When IPC members terminate their membership with IPC, they are asked to give 

their reasons for termination.  Based upon a review of the reasons for cancellation given by 

terminating IPC members, IPC is aware of several other pharmacies who recently have cancelled 

their IPC memberships because of McKesson’s advances.  IPC expects that there are several 

more of its members who recently have terminated because of McKesson, but who thus far have 

declined to identify McKesson as the reason behind their termination. 
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27. McKesson has attempted to sanitize its wrongful acts by asking the IPC members 

it approaches, including those in Hawaii and Fresno, to sign a letter prepared by McKesson, 

which states: 

As part of our discussions regarding our supply relationship with 
you, you have indicated that you want to terminate your 
membership in your retail buying group, Independent Pharmacy 
Cooperative (“IPC”), a Wisconsin Cooperative.  Please confirm by 
signing in the space below that your agreement with IPC (whether 
embodied in IPC membership forms, contracts and/or governance 
documents such as bylaws) does not prohibit or restrict you from 
terminating your membership at this time. 

McKesson has distributed this letter to IPC members whom McKesson has unilaterally 

approached and urged to terminate their agreements with IPC—IPC members who had not 

approached McKesson about termination.  On information and belief, McKesson has offered 

former IPC members additional economic incentives if, after quitting IPC, they sign this letter.  

The Mina chain of pharmacies, for example, received an additional rebate on its purchase of 

generic drugs after it signed this letter.  By this letter, McKesson demonstrates its knowledge and 

awareness of IPC’s existing contractual relations with its members, including the IPC Buying 

Group Membership Agreement. 

28. McKesson also has surreptitiously entered into secret Separate Agreements with 

IPC members in which the members purchase pharmaceutical products directly from McKesson 

outside of the framework of the Supply Agreement, yet maintain their putative status as IPC 

members.  IPC estimates that as many as 20% of its members have entered into these Separate 

Agreements with McKesson. 

29. These Separate Agreements have terms that are materially inconsistent with the 

terms of the Supply Agreement.  Many of these Separate Agreements have terms extending 

beyond the term date of the Supply Agreement.  This term extension cripples IPC’s ability to 
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entertain competing bids upon expiration of the McKesson Supply Agreement or renegotiate the 

major terms of the Supply Agreement, given that a substantial portion of IPC’s membership may 

still be bound to McKesson for several years into the future beyond the expiration date of the 

Supply Agreement. 

30. McKesson’s acts in approaching individual IPC members to induce them to 

terminate their membership agreements with IPC and entering into secret Separate Agreements 

with IPC members outside of the Supply Agreement directly and materially breach the Supply 

Agreement’s requirements that McKesson treat all IPC members on consistent terms as a single 

entity; that McKesson be the exclusive supplier of McKesson pharmaceutical products to 

McKesson Program Participants pursuant to the terms of the Supply Agreement; that McKesson 

not interfere with IPC’s contractually-mandated efforts to induce its members to become 

McKesson Program Participants; and that McKesson not induce IPC members to cancel their 

memberships and purchase pharmaceuticals from McKesson directly or as part of other buying 

groups.  (Recitals A, H, I, F; Sections 3.A-3.B; Attachment B, Section 1). 

31. McKesson’s conduct also materially breaches the implied-in-fact terms of the 

Supply Agreement that are necessary to make the agreement reasonable, and to carry out its 

central purpose.  California Civ. Code, §§ 1655-56.  If McKesson were free to induce IPC 

members to terminate their memberships with IPC or to enter into secret Separate Agreements 

with IPC members outside the scope of the Supply Agreement, this would render the entire 

Supply Agreement superfluous and unnecessary.  McKesson’s conduct directly undermines the 

core purpose and overarching objective of the Supply Agreement, which is to provide consistent 

terms to all similarly-situated IPC members, and threatens the very existence of IPC as a 

cooperative buying entity. 
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32. Similarly, McKesson’s conduct breaches the implied covenant of good faith and 

fair dealing.  The Supply Agreement contains an implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, 

which is a covenant between the parties that no party will take any action that interferes with the 

other party’s ability and rights to perform its obligations under the contract, and that each party 

will take every action that the contract presupposes it will in order to effectuate the contracts’ 

purpose.  Section 3.B of the Supply Agreement expressly recognizes this principle, stating that in 

inducing independent pharmacies to join other buying groups, McKesson must comply with its 

“duty of fair dealing.” 

33. By approaching individual IPC members to induce them to terminate their 

membership agreements with IPC and purchase products from McKesson directly or as part of 

competing buying groups, and by entering into secret Separate Agreements with IPC members, 

McKesson is severely hindering IPC’s ability to comply with the Supply Agreement.  McKesson 

is taking actions directly inconsistent with IPC’s contractual obligation to induce IPC members 

to become McKesson Program Participants, is undermining the core purpose of the Supply 

Agreement, and is infringing IPC’s right to receive the benefits of the Supply Agreement. 

34. McKesson also is tortiously and intentionally interfering with IPC’s contractual 

relations with individual IPC members.  McKesson is directly interfering with those contractual 

relations by inducing individual IPC members to cancel their memberships with IPC and 

purchase products from McKesson directly or as part of competing buying groups.  Moreover, by 

inducing IPC members to enter into Separate Agreements with McKesson outside the terms of 

the Supply Agreement, McKesson is causing IPC members to breach their contractual agreement 

to purchase pharmaceuticals from McKesson as McKesson Program Participants pursuant to the 

terms of the Supply Agreement. 
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Damage to IPC and Lack of Adequate Remedy at Law 

35. As a direct and proximate result of McKesson’s above-described practices in 

violation of the Supply Agreement and McKesson’s tortiously interfering with IPC’s existing 

contractual relations, IPC is suffering substantial and ongoing damages. 

36. McKesson’s conduct directly undermines the core purpose of the Supply 

Agreement and threatens IPC’s very existence as a cooperative buying group.  By inducing IPC 

members to cancel their IPC memberships and purchase products from McKesson directly or as 

part of competing buying groups or by entering into Separate Agreements with materially 

inconsistent terms than the Supply Agreement, McKesson is threatening IPC’s ongoing ability to 

leverage its collective membership to compete in the marketplace and negotiate lower rates for 

its members.  Without that function, IPC cannot survive as a cooperative purchasing entity. 

37. Moreover, for every present or former IPC member that no longer makes 

purchases pursuant to the Supply Agreement, IPC does not receive administration and retention 

rebate payments pursuant to the terms of the Supply Agreement.  IPC also has had to expend 

significant resources, both financial and in terms of personnel, to respond to McKesson’s 

advances and to attempt to maintain its membership ranks. 

38. McKesson’s foregoing breaches of the express and implied terms of the Supply 

Agreement and the covenant of good faith and fair dealing, and McKesson’s interference with 

IPC’s contractual relations are knowing, deliberate and oppressive.   

39. While the ongoing damages to IPC’s business are clearly substantial, as described 

above, establishing the full and precise amount of such damages, including compensation for lost 

business opportunities and the threats to IPC’s ongoing viability as a cooperative purchasing 

entity will be extremely difficult to calculate.  Accordingly, IPC lacks an adequate remedy at 
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law, and injunctive relief is necessary to avoid future damages, including lost revenues and lost 

business opportunities, which may not be recoverable as damages to be established at trial. 

IPC’s Need for Declaratory Relief to Terminate the Supply Agreement Without Risk of An 
Unreasonable $100 Million Early Termination Fee 

40. As a result of McKesson’s material breaches and tortious conduct, IPC believes it 

is entitled to immediately terminate the Supply Agreement pursuant to Section 18.B. 

41. Because, however, the Supply Agreement provides that in the absence of a 

material breach by McKesson, IPC must pay a $100 million early termination fee, IPC cannot 

terminate the Supply Agreement at this time without subjecting itself to enormous financial risk 

of a punitive early termination fee.   

42. To protect IPC’s ability and right to exercise its termination option under the 

Supply Agreement, IPC seeks a declaration from this Court that McKesson’s breaches are 

material, that pursuant to Section 18.B of the Supply Agreement, IPC may terminate the 

agreement without imposition of the early termination penalty, and that the early termination fee 

is void as a penalty. 

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
Breach of Contract 

43. IPC hereby refers to and incorporates each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs 1 to 42 of this Complaint as though fully set forth herein. 

44. The Supply Agreement is a valid and binding agreement between IPC and 

McKesson. 

45. IPC has performed all of its covenants, promises and obligations under the Supply 

Agreement, except to the extent such performance has been waived, excused or cured. 

46. McKesson materially breached, and continues to materially breach, the express 

and implied provisions of the Supply Agreement by, among other things, approaching individual 
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IPC members to induce them to terminate their membership agreements with IPC and purchase 

products from McKesson directly or as part of competing buying groups, and by entering into 

secret Separate Agreements with IPC members outside of the Supply Agreement.  This conduct 

directly and materially breaches the Supply Agreement’s express and implied requirements that 

McKesson treat all IPC members on consistent terms as a single entity; that McKesson be the 

exclusive supplier of McKesson pharmaceutical products to McKesson Program Participants 

pursuant to the terms of the Supply Agreement; that McKesson not interfere with IPC’s 

contractually-required efforts to induce its members to become McKesson Program Participants; 

and that McKesson not induce IPC members to become members of other buying groups.  (E.g., 

Recitals A, H, I, F; Sections 3.A-3.B; Attachment B, Section I). 

47. In failing to satisfy these contractual obligations, McKesson has materially 

breached its express and implied covenants, conditions, promises and obligations under the 

Supply Agreement. 

48. As a direct and foreseeable result of McKesson’s breaches of its contractual 

obligations as described herein, IPC has been damaged in an amount not yet ascertained, but in 

any event in excess of the jurisdictional minimum of this Court. 

49. IPC is entitled to specific performance, compensatory damages, attorneys’ fees, 

costs and/or other equitable relief. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
Breach of the Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing 

50. IPC hereby refers to and incorporates each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs 1 to 49 of this Complaint as though fully set forth herein. 

51. The Supply Agreement is a valid and binding agreement between IPC and 

McKesson. 
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52. The Supply Agreement contains an implied covenant of good faith and fair 

dealing, which is a covenant between the parties thereto that no party will take any action that 

interferes with the other party’s ability and rights to perform its obligations under the contract, 

and that each party will take every action that the contract presupposes it will to effectuate the 

contract’s purpose. 

53. By approaching individual IPC members to induce them to terminate their 

membership agreements with IPC and purchase pharmaceuticals from McKesson directly or as 

part of competing buying groups, and by entering into secret Separate Agreements with IPC 

members outside of the Supply Agreement, McKesson prevents IPC from complying with its 

contractual obligation to induce IPC members to become McKesson Program Participants, 

undermines the core purpose of the Supply Agreement, subverts the intent of the parties in 

entering the Supply Agreement, and infringes IPC’s right to receive the benefits of the Supply 

Agreement.  These actions directly breach the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing. 

54. As a direct and foreseeable result of McKesson’s breach of the implied covenant 

of good faith and fair dealing as described herein, IPC has been damaged in an amount not yet 

ascertained, but in any event in excess of the jurisdictional minimum of this Court. 

55. IPC is entitled to specific performance, compensatory damages, attorneys’ fees, 

costs and/or other equitable relief. 

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 
Intentional Interference with Contractual Relations 

56. IPC hereby refers to and incorporates each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs 1 to 55 of this Complaint as though fully set forth herein. 

57. The IPC Buying Group Membership Agreement between IPC and its members is 

a valid and binding agreement. 
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58. McKesson had knowledge of the IPC Buying Group Membership Agreement and 

of the valid and existing contractual relations between IPC and its members. 

59. McKesson committed and continues to commit intentional and unjustified acts 

designed to interfere with or disrupt the contract between IPC and its members 

60. McKesson caused and continues to cause actual interference with or disruption of 

the contractual relationship between IPC and its members. McKesson is directly interfering with 

those contractual relations by inducing individual IPC members to cancel their memberships 

with IPC and to purchase pharmaceuticals from McKesson directly or as part of competing 

buying groups.  Moreover, by inducing IPC members to enter into Separate Agreements with 

McKesson outside the terms of the Supply Agreement, McKesson is causing IPC members to 

breach their contractual agreement to purchase pharmaceuticals as McKesson Program 

Participants pursuant to the terms of the Supply Agreement. 

61. McKesson’s interference is not privileged or justified under the law. 

62. McKesson’s conduct has damaged IPC, and caused and continues to cause 

irreparable and incalculable harm and injury to IPC.  McKesson’s conduct has in fact prevented 

IPC’s performance under the IPC Buying Group Membership Agreement or made performance 

more expensive or difficult.  IPC has been damaged in an amount not yet ascertained, but in any 

event in excess of the jurisdictional minimum of this Court. 

63. IPC is entitled to injunctive relief, compensatory damages, attorneys’ fees, costs 

and/or other equitable relief. 

64. IPC is informed and believes that McKesson’s conduct was undertaken with the 

intent to injure IPC, or with a willful and conscious disregard of IPC’s rights, and constitutes 

clear and convincing evidence of oppression, fraud and malice.  As a result, IPC is entitled to an 
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award of punitive damages against McKesson in an amount sufficient to deter it from future 

misconduct. 

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Declaratory Relief) 

65. IPC hereby refers to and incorporates each and every allegation set forth in 

paragraphs 1 to 64 of this Complaint as though fully set forth herein. 

66. A definite and substantial controversy exists between IPC and McKesson as to 

whether McKesson has materially breached the Supply Agreement, and accordingly, whether 

IPC has the right, should it so elect, to terminate the agreement without imposition of the $100 

million early termination fee pursuant to Section 18.B.  A declaratory judgment is necessary to 

determine IPC’s ability and right under the Agreement to exercise its termination option. 

67. The controversy between IPC and McKesson is real and immediate.  As a result 

of McKesson’s material breaches and tortious conduct, IPC believes it is entitled to immediately 

terminate the Supply Agreement pursuant to Section 18.B.  Because, however, the Supply 

Agreement provides that in the absence of a material breach, IPC must pay a $100 million early 

termination fee, IPC cannot exercise its right to terminate the Supply Agreement without 

subjecting itself to enormous financial risk of the punitive early termination fee. 

68. IPC therefore seeks a judicial determination of the foregoing controversy and a 

declaration by the Court with respect to whether McKesson has materially breached the Supply 

Agreement.  IPC seeks a declaration that it has the right, should it so elect, to terminate the 

agreement without imposition of the $100 million early termination fee pursuant to Section 18.B, 

and that the early termination fee is void and unenforceable as a penalty.   

69. Without declaratory relief, IPC will be unable to terminate the Supply Agreement 

and will continue to be irreparably harmed and damaged. 
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, IPC prays for judgment against McKesson and against all of its affiliates, 

agents, servants, employees, partners and all persons in active concert or participation with it, for 

the following relief: 

a) For specific performance under the Supply Agreement and compliance 
with the Supply Agreement’s requirements; 

b) For preliminary and/or permanent injunctive relief prohibiting McKesson 
from approaching individual IPC members to induce them to terminate 
their membership agreements with IPC; prohibiting McKesson from 
entering into secret Separate Agreements with IPC members outside of the 
Supply Agreement and requiring McKesson to seek amendments to those 
Separate Agreements such that their terms (e.g., length of the contract) are 
consistent with the Supply Agreement; and prohibiting McKesson from 
otherwise interfering with the existing contractual relationship between 
IPC and its members; 

c) An order directing that McKesson file with the Court and serve upon 
counsel for IPC within thirty (30) days after the entry of such order or 
judgment, a report in writing and under oath setting forth in detail the 
manner and form in which McKesson has complied with the injunction; 

d) An award to IPC of damages it has sustained or will sustain by reason of 
McKesson’s breaches and tortious conduct; 

e) A judicial declaration that McKesson has breached the Supply Agreement, 
that those breaches are material, and that IPC may if it chooses terminate 
the agreement pursuant to Section 18.B without subjecting itself to a $100 
million early termination penalty, and that the early termination penalty is 
void and unenforceable; 

f) IPC’s exemplary and punitive damages; 

g) IPC’s costs and reasonable attorneys’ fees; 

h) Pre-judgment and post-judgment interest; and 

i) All such further and additional relief, in law or in equity, to which IPC 
may be entitled or which the Court deems just and proper. 

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

IPC hereby demands a jury trial of all issues in this Complaint which are triable to a jury. 
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Dated: September 15, 2010 
 

s/ James D. Peterson 

  
 James D. Peterson 

Bryan J. Cahill 
Jennifer L. Gregor 
GODFREY & KAHN S.C. 
One East Main Street, Suite 500 
Madison, WI 53703-2719 
Telephone:  (608) 257-3911 
Facsimile:  (608) 257-0609 
 

 Of counsel: 
  
Mark B. Helm  
Jonathan H. Blavin  
MUNGER, TOLLES & OLSON LLP 
355 South Grand Avenue 
Thirty-Fifth Floor 
Los Angeles, CA  90071-1560 
Telephone: (213) 683-9100 
Facsimile: (213) 687-3702 
 

 Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Independent Pharmacy Cooperative 
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